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The microstructures of Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at various wheel speeds have been
investigated using X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The experimental results show that the microstructures of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy
are quite different from those of ingot-like alloy consisting of coarse plate-like Al4Sr
embedded in the eutectic matrix. For lower wheel speeds of 500 and 1000 rpm, the
microstructure is composed of nanoscale particle-like Al4Sr embedded in α-Al solid
solution. With wheel speeds exceeding 1500 rpm, the formation of primary Al4Sr phase is
completely suppressed and the eutectic microstructure consisting of alternate dark and
bright zones is obtained. Eutectic Al4Sr in dark zones is stripe-like and irregular blocky,
while regular stripe-like in bright zones, about 10–20 nm in width. Furthermore,
modification tests indicate that the modification performance of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy is
much better than that of ingot-like alloy, reducing the amount of Sr addition and greatly
shortening the incubation time. The reasons for the formation of microstructures and the
improvement of modification performance of melt-spun Al-10 Sr master alloy have also
been discussed. C© 2002 Kluwer Academic Publishers

1. Introduction
Al-Sr alloys are widely used in industrial practice for
the modification of Al-Si alloys by which the eutectic Si
is converted from a coarse flake into a fine fibrous mor-
phology [1–3]. The different microstructures of Al-Sr
master alloys with the same composition have a signifi-
cant effect on modification for Al-Si alloys. Compared
to Al-Sr ingots, the deformed Al-Sr master alloys have
obviously different modifying efficiency, namely, may
decrease the strontium addition and reduce the incuba-
tion time thereafter [4].

Ever since the process of rapid quenching of metallic
melts was first introduced by Duwez and his collabo-
rators in 1960 [5], a great variety of techniques have
been introduced to achieve rapid solidification of met-
als. And melt spinning process is the most commonly
used method nowadays to produce long and continu-
ous ribbons [6]. Rapid solidification processing (RSP)
is capable of producing grain refinement and inducing
one or more of the metastable effects, viz., extension of
solid solubility limits and formation of metastable crys-
talline, quasicrystalline or glassy phases. A number of
studies [7–10] have been undertaken to investigate the
microstructures of rapidly solidified metals. However,
few studies have been made on the microstructural char-
acteristics and modification performance of rapidly so-
lidified Al-Sr master alloys. Wiggen [11] has reported
that the size of Al4Sr compound is about 1 × 4 µm in the
commercial Al-10 Sr rod prepared by gas atomization

and subsequent extrusion. Very shorter incubation time
is required for the atomized and extruded Al-10 Sr rod
to modify Al-Si alloys. The addition amount of Al-Ti-
Sr master alloy is reduced by rapid solidification tech-
nology, keeping the same degree of modification and
refinement [12]. The present work serves to investigate
the effect of cooling rate on the microstructures of melt-
spun Al-10 Sr alloy prepared using pure elements. The
modification performance of rapidly solidified Al-10 Sr
alloy is also examined.

2. Experimental
Elemental Al (99.9% purity) and Sr (99.7% purity)
were used to prepare alloys of nominal composition
Al-10 Sr (wt%). The charges were melted in a graphite
clay crucible using a medium frequency induction elec-
tric furnace under an inert argon atmosphere and were
cast into ingots in copper chill mould. The actual com-
position of the alloy was determined to be 9.845 wt%
Sr, using the atomic absorption method. The master al-
loy was remelted by high-frequency induction heating
in quartz crucible in a controlled inert atmosphere. The
melt was first heated to 1200◦C, held at that temperature
for 5 min, and then cast into continuous ribbons using
the single roller melt spinning technique under a partial
argon atmosphere. Different wheel speeds of 500, 1000,
1500, and 1800 revolutions per minute (rpm) were
adopted to produce the ribbons different in thickness.
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X-ray diffractometry (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation was
used for phase identification in melt-spun Al-10 Sr al-
loy. The diffractometer was calibrated using a high pu-
rity silicon standard for accurate calculation of matrix
lattice parameters. Higher order reflections were used
in the lattice parameter calculations which were plot-
ted against the Nelson-Riley function. The extrapolated
plot gives the corrected matrix lattice parameter. Mi-
crostructural characterization of the ribbons was carried
out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In
addition, the foil specimens were punched directly from
the melt-spun ribbons and were prepared by ion beam
thinning.

The modification performance of both ingot-like and
melt-spun Al-10 Sr master alloy was tested using dif-
ferent additions of Sr. The hypoeutectic Al-10 wt% Si
alloy used in this work was prepared from commercial
pure Al (99.7 wt%) and Si (99.5 wt%) using an elec-
tric resistance furnace in a graphite clay crucible. The
Al-10 Sr master alloy was added into molten Al-10 Si
alloy at about 730◦C. Maintaining the temperature for
a certain time, the molten alloy was poured into a per-
manent mould. The Sr-modified samples deeply etched
in 0.1 wt% HF were examined using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The evaluation of the modification
rating was performed according to Ref. [13].

3. Results
3.1. Microstructures of melt-spun

Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at various
wheel speeds

Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of melt-spun Al-10 Sr al-
loy. The melt-spun alloy is identified to be composed of
two phases: α-Al and Al4Sr in terms of XRD patterns.
It also can be seen from Fig. 1 that wheel speed has a
marked effect on XRD patterns of melt-spun Al-10 Sr
alloy. The height of the peaks of Al4Sr phase becomes
shorter and the width becomes broader with increas-
ing wheel speed from 500 to 1800 rpm. The height and
width of the diffraction peaks of α-Al matrix show a
similar tendency. The widening of the diffraction peaks
of both Al4Sr phase and α-Al matrix indicates that the
size of the two phases in Al-10 Sr decreases with in-
creasing wheel speed.

Figure 1 XRD patterns of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy.

TABLE I Variation of matrix lattice parameter with respect to wheel
speed for Al-10 Sr alloy

Wheel speed (rpm) 500 1000 1800
Lattice parameter (nm) 0.40447 0.40464 0.40472

The lattice parameter of α-Al matrix was plotted
against the Nelson-Riley function for the melt-spun
Al-10 Sr alloy. The extrapolation of the plot to the or-
dinate gives the corrected value of the matrix lattice
parameter. The calculated matrix lattice parameters are
slightly less than that of pure Al (0.40495 nm). Fur-
thermore, the matrix lattice parameter increases with
increasing wheel speed, seen in Table I. The follow-
ing two respects should be taken into consideration for
the variation of matrix lattice parameter. The atomic
radius of Sr (0.215 nm) is much bigger than that of Al
(0.143 nm), which may result in the increase of lattice
parameter of α-Al with Sr in solid solution. The bond-
ing strength of Al-Sr is greater than Al-Al, which may
give rise to the shrinkage of matrix. Moreover, the lat-
ter may be the dominating factor. Therefore, Sr in solid
solution in melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy leads to the de-
crease of matrix lattice parameter. However, the solid
solubility of Sr in α-Al matrix increases with increas-
ing wheel speed and the atomic size effect may become
more important. Thus, the matrix lattice parameter in-
creases with increasing wheel speed, but still less than
that of pure Al.

Fig. 2 shows the microstructure of ingot-like Al-10
Sr alloy deeply etched. The microstructure is composed
of primary Al4Sr phase and the eutectic (α-Al + Al4Sr).
The α-Al matrix was removed to show the three-
dimensional morphologies of primary and eutectic
Al4Sr. The primary Al4Sr is coarse plate-like, about
150–300 µm in length and 15–20 µm in thickness. The
eutectic Al4Sr is very thin and continuous flakes.

Figure 2 SEM image showing the microstructure of ingot-like Al-10 Sr
alloy deeply etched by 1% NaOH aqueous solution.
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Figure 3 TEM bight-field image of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy quenched
at the wheel speed of 500 rpm. (a) and SAED pattern of Al4Sr [1̄1̄1]
zone axis (b).

Fig. 3a shows the TEM bright-field image of melt-
spun Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at the wheel speed of
500 rpm. Fig. 3b is the [1̄1̄1] zone axis (ZA) SAED
pattern of Al4Sr phase. The primary Al4Sr particles are
embedded in α-Al matrix and no eutectic Al4Sr phase is
observed, which is quite different from the microstruc-
ture of non-RSP ingot-like Al-10 Sr alloy shown in
Fig. 2. The size of Al4Sr particles ranges from 100 to
400 nm. The morphologies of Al4Sr phase are diverse,
including rounded, elliptic, angular, near-rectangular
and other irregular particles.

Fig. 4 shows the TEM bright-field images (a, b)
and corresponding SAED patterns (c, d) of melt-spun
Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at the wheel speed of
1000 rpm. SAED patterns indicate that the microstruc-
ture is still composed of two phases: α-Al matrix and
Al4Sr particles, similar to the alloy quenched at the
wheel speed of 500 rpm. The size of the Al4Sr particles
is about 200 nm, but some particles are very small, only
20–50 nm in size, shown in Fig. 4a. Furthermore, most
of the particles are rounded or near-rounded. On the
whole, the size of the Al4Sr particles becomes smaller

and the morphology becomes regular with increasing
wheel speed from 500 to 1000 rpm. A great number
of Al4Sr particles, about 20–50 nm in size, are embed-
ded in α-Al matrix, as seen in Fig. 4b. And a small
amount of eutectic Al4Sr is observed, as indicated by
an arrow in Fig. 4b. The SAED pattern from Fig. 4a
consists of two sets of Bragg reflections: the strong re-
flections from α-Al [013] zone axis and the weak ones
from Al4Sr [1̄20] zone axis, as shown in Fig. 4c. It is ob-
vious that the orientation relationshipα-Al [013]‖Al4Sr
[1̄20] has been determined. Moreover, the (200) crystal
face of α-Al is parallel to the (002) crystal face of Al4Sr.
Because of the very small Al4Sr particles (Fig. 4b), the
SAED pattern exhibits polycrystalline diffraction rings,
corresponding to (103), (210) and (206) crystal faces of
Al4Sr respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 4d. The strong
reflections are the [136] ZA SAED pattern of α-Al.

Quite different from ingot-like and Al-10 Sr al-
loy quenched at the slower wheel speed (500 and
1000 rpm), the microstructure of melt-spun Al-10 Sr al-
loy quenched at the wheel speed of 1500 rpm is shown
in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5a, the microstructure of
the alloy ribbons consists of two alternate zones: bright
zones and dark zones, respectively. To clearly illus-
trate the microstructural characteristic of both bright
and dark zones, the enlarged TEM images are shown in
Fig. 5b and c, respectively. From the enlarged images,
it can be seen that both the two zones are on the whole
similar and are composed of ultrafine bright and dark
stripes. It is interesting that the primary Al4Sr phase dis-
appears and the alternate bright and dark stripes form
the complete eutectics in Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at
higher wheel speed (1500 rpm). The morphologies of
the Al4Sr phase in dark zones are diverse, including
stripes and irregular blocks. However, the microstruc-
ture of bright zones is homogeneous and all the Al4Sr
phase is stripe-like. The size of the Al4Sr phase in bright
zones is about 10 nm in width. As shown in Fig. 5d, the
SAED pattern from Fig. 5b includes two sets of Bragg
reflections: the strong reflections from α-Al [100] zone
axis and the weak ones from Al4Sr [001] zone axis,
which demonstrates the typical eutectic characteristic
of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy. Apparently, there exists the
orientation relationship α-Al [100]‖Al4Sr [001]. Fur-
thermore, the (020) and (022) crystal faces of α-Al are
parallel to the (200) and (110) crystal faces of Al4Sr,
respectively.

The microstructure of the Al-10 Sr ribbons quenched
at further higher wheel speed of 1800 rpm is similar to
that quenched at 1500 rpm, shown in Fig. 6. As shown
in Fig. 6a, the microstructure of the alloy also consists
of alternate dark and bright zones, which are both eu-
tectic. Fig. 6b shows the corresponding SAED pattern
which also includes two sets of Bragg reflections, [100]
ZA α-Al (strong reflections)‖[001] ZA Al4Sr (weak re-
flections), similar to that shown in Fig. 5d.

3.2. Modification performance of melt-spun
Al-10 Sr alloy ribbons

Fig. 7 shows the variation of modification rating of Al-
10 wt% Si with the amount of Sr addition in the form
of ribbons and ingots. The modification rating reaches
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Figure 4 TEM bright-field images (a, b) and corresponding SAED patterns (c, d) of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at the wheel speed of 1000 rpm.

5 with 0.05 wt% Sr addition in the form of ingots, but
only 0.03 wt% Sr addition in the form of melt-spun
ribbons. Under the same modification condition, the
amount of Sr addition in the form of ribbons could be
reduced by 40%, compared with that in the form of
ingots. The variation of modification rating with hold-
ing time after Sr addition is shown in Fig. 8. Holding
about 20 min after Sr addition in the form of ingots, the
modification rating reaches 5. For Al-Sr alloy ribbons,
however, the holding time could be greatly reduced ob-
taining the optimum modification effect (modification
rating 5). In other words, the “zero” incubation time
could be realized when the melt-spun Al-Sr ribbons
were used. Fig. 9 shows the three-dimensional mor-
phologies of eutectic Si in Sr-modified Al-10 wt% Si
alloy deeply etched in 0.1 wt% HF aqueous solution.
The α-Al matrix was removed to show clearly the mor-
phologies of eutectic Si. For the Al-10 wt% Si alloy
modified by Al-10 Sr ribbons, the fibrous branches of
eutectic Si are very long and fine, as seen in Fig. 9a. On
the contrary, the branches are shorter and coarser for the
alloy modified by ingot-like Al-10 Sr, as seen in Fig. 9b.

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of cooling rate on the

microstructures of Al-10 Sr alloy
According to binary Al-Sr phase diagram [14], a
eutectic occurs at about 2.4 wt% Sr and 654◦C in
high aluminum alloys. Therefore, Al-10 Sr alloy is
hypereutectic and the microstructure of Al-10 Sr al-
loy is composed of primary Al4Sr phase embedded in
the α-Al/Al4Sr eutectic matrix under normal solidifica-
tion conditions, as shown in Fig. 2. The primary Al4Sr
phase is plate-like, about 150–300 µm in length and
15 –20 µm in thickness. The ingot-like Al-10 Sr alloy is
very brittle. Rapid solidification has a significant effect
on microstructures of Al-10 Sr alloy. The microstruc-
tures of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy are quite different
from those of the alloy solidified under conventional
casting conditions. For the Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at
the wheel speeds of 500 and 1000 rpm, the primary
Al4Sr phase is very fine particles, less than 400 nm
in size, embedded in α-Al solid solution. The alloy rib-
bons quenched at these speeds are ductile, which allows
for the subsequent extrusion after rapid solidification.
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Figure 5 TEM bright-field image showing the microstructure of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at the wheel speed of 1500 rpm (a); enlarged
images corresponding to bright zones (b) and dark zones (c), respectively; and the SAED pattern (d).

Nevertheless, the primary Al4Sr phase disappears and
the alloy exhibits complete eutectic microstructure
composed of two alternate dark and bright zones, for the
alloy quenched at wheel speeds exceeding 1500 rpm.
And the alloy ribbons quenched at higher speeds be-
come a little brittle. The ductility (or brittleness) of
the Al-10 Sr alloy is presented in Table II. Here, the
ductility/brittleness description is only qualitative ob-
servation for melt-spun ribbons due to the difficulties
in measurement.

The cooling rate plays a key role in the formation of
the rapidly solidified microstructures mentioned above.
The cooling rate R was roughly estimated from the
equation [15]

T ABL E I I Ductility (or brittleness) of the Al-10 Sr alloy

Ribbons quenched at

Conditions Ingots 500 rpm 1000 rpm 1500 rpm 1800 rpm

Ductile/Brittle Very brittle Ductile Ductile Brittle Brittle

R = h(T1 − T0)/CPρt (1)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the
ejected molten alloy and the rotating substrate, T1 and
T0 are the molten and the substrate temperature, re-
spectively, ρ the density and C p the specific heat of the
alloy, and t the thickness of the solidified ribbon speci-
men. In this work, a value of 1.0 cal · (cm2 K s)−1 was
assigned to h for the copper roller [16]. The specific
heat of the alloy at room temperature was determined
to be 0.78774 J · g−1 · K−1 using DSC. The density of
the alloy, ρ, may be estimated, as a first approximation,
by

ρ =
∑

Xi · ρi (2)

where Xi represents the mole fraction of component
i in the alloy, and ρi is the density of the pure com-
ponent i . The density of Al-10 Sr alloy is determined
to be 2.697 g · cm−3. The calculated cooling rates are
presented in Table III.
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T ABL E I I I Ribbon thickness and cooling rate of melt-spun Al-10 Sr
alloy

Wheel speed (rpm) 500 1000 1500 1800

Thickness (µm) 70 50 30 25
Cooling rate (K s−1) 3.3 × 105 4.6 × 105 7.7 × 105 9.3 × 105

Figure 6 TEM bright-field image (a) and SAED pattern (b) of melt-spun
Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at the wheel speed of 1800 rpm.

For the Al-10 Sr alloy solidified under conventional
casting conditions (R < 103 K s−1), the degree of un-
dercooling is very small, the primary Al4Sr phase is
first formed from the melt, and then the eutectic re-
action takes place when the temperature is depressed
below eutectic temperature. The primary temperature
range (�T ) is defined as follows:

�T = TL − TE (3)

Where TL is the temperature of the liquidus and TE
is the eutectic temperature. The primary temperature

Figure 7 Sr addition vs. modification rating in the permanent mould.

Figure 8 Holding time vs. modification rating in the permanent mould.

range is great enough for primary Al4Sr phases to grow
into coarse plate-like. However, the melt-spun Al-10 Sr
alloy is another case. The most commonly used meth-
ods for generating high liquid undercoolings prior to
solidification involve a rapid quenching from the melt.
Indeed, the main attention in RSP methods has been fo-
cused upon the attainment of high cooling rates in the
range of 104–108 K s−1 [17]. In our work, melt spin-
ning technique with various wheel speeds is adopted
to produce different cooling rates, as seen in Table III.
Fig. 10 shows the Al-rich section of Al-Sr phase dia-
gram. For the Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at wheel speed
of 500 rpm, the melt is undercooled and �T markedly
decreases, compared to that solidified under common
conditions. The primary Al4Sr phase may still form in
the melt, but the growth of primary Al4Sr phase is sup-
pressed, therefore, the size of primary Al4Sr phase is
very small (20–400 nm) and the morphology is particle-
like because the growth time is too short to allow well-
developed faceted crystals to develop. Because of the
high level of undercooling, the solid-liquid interface of
the remaining melt moves at a velocity sufficient to sup-
press solute partitioning through the process of solute
trapping at the interface, and the eutectic reaction is also
suppressed. The microstructure comprises particle-like
Al4Sr phase embedded in α-Al matrix. With wheel
speed increasing to 1000 rpm, the undercooling in-
creases and �T further decreases. The size of primary
Al4Sr phase becomes smaller, less than 200 nm. The
morphology becomes rounded or near-rounded. Fur-
thermore, the eutectic microstructure is observed in the
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Figure 9 SEM images showing the morphologies of eutectic Si in Sr-
modified Al-10 wt% Si alloy deeply etched in 0.1 wt% HF aqueous
solution. ((a) addition of 0.03 wt% Sr in the form of ribbons; (b) addition
of 0.05 wt% Sr in the form of ingots).

Figure 10 Al-rich section of Al-Sr phase diagram.

Figure 11 Schematic temperature-time-transformation diagram of Al-
10 Sr alloy.

local part of the alloy. With wheel speeds exceeding
1500 rpm, the undercooling of the melt is great enough
to completely suppress the formation of the primary
Al4Sr phase and the eutectic microstructure composed
of alternate stripe-like Al4Sr and α-Al is obtained. The
microstructures of Al-10 Sr alloy exhibit coarse plate-
like Al4Sr phase embedded in the eutectic (P + E), then
very small particle-like Al4Sr embedded in the α-Al
solid solution (P + α), and finally the complete eu-
tectic (E) with increasing cooling rate from less than
103K s−1 to about 106 K s−1, as schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 11. Therefore, the critical cooling rate at
which the formation of primary Al4Sr is completely
suppressed and the eutectic is obtained is estimated to
be between 4.6 × 105(1000 rpm) and 7.7 × 105 K s−1

(1500 rpm).

4.2. Effect of RSP on the modification
performance of Al-10 Sr alloy

Based on the results previously mentioned, the modifi-
cation performance of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy is much
better than that of the ingot-like alloy. The amount of
Sr addition can be reduced by 40% through rapid solid-
ification technology, keeping the same degree of mod-
ification effect. In general, the melt after Sr addition
in the form of ingots should be held about 15–20 min
at a certain temperature before pouring. However, the
incubation time (the minimum time needed to reach the
optimum modification effect after Sr addition) is greatly
reduced to almost zero through addition of melt-spun
Al-10 Sr ribbons. Moreover, the branches of eutectic
Si in the Al-10 wt% Si alloy modified by melt-spun
Al-10 Sr ribbons are longer and thinner than those by
ingot-like master alloy, seen in Fig. 9. The industrial ap-
plication of rapidly solidified Al-Sr alloys is promising
to reduce the cost and raise productivity.

The reasons for the improvement of modification per-
formance of melt-spun Al-10 Sr master alloy can be
speculated as follows:

The very fine microstructures of the master alloy.
The Al-Sr master alloy is added into the Al-Si melt, el-
emental Sr is decomposed from Al4Sr and then plays an
important role in subsequent solidification process. The
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remarkable morphological feature on the modification
is reported to be an abnormal increase in twinning of
eutectic Si which results in instability of interfacial area
and permits repeated branching of the Si phase [18, 19].
The primary Al4Sr phase in ingot-like Al-10 Sr is very
coarse, about 150–300 µm in length and 15–20 µm in
thickness. When the ingot master alloy is added into
the Al-Si melt, the dissociation of elemental Sr from
Al4Sr needs more time. After the Al-Sr ribbons are
put into the Al-Si melt, however, Sr can rapidly disso-
ciate from Al4Sr because of the very fine Al4Sr phase
(10– 400 nm). Furthermore, the Al-Sr melt is quenched
at very high cooling rates (greater than 105 K s−1) and
the metastable microstructures are obtained. In addi-
tion, the defects such as grain boundaries and disloca-
tions increase, which also leads to the increase of dis-
solution rate of Al4Sr. Therefore, the incubation time
can be greatly reduced. The loss of Sr is then reduced
and the recovery factor is very high, which partially
contributes to the improvement of modification effect
of melt-spun Al-10 Sr alloy. However, the Al-10 Sr al-
loy quenched at various wheel speeds possesses almost
the same modification performance because the size of
Al4Sr phase is on the same order of magnitude.

5. Conclusions
1. The microstructures of the Al-10 Sr alloy quenched
at lower wheel speeds of 500 and 1000 rpm are com-
posed of particle-like Al4Sr embedded in α-Al solid so-
lution (P + α), compared to the ingot-like alloy which
comprises primary plate-like Al4Sr embedded in the α-
Al/Al4Sr eutectic (P + E). The size of Al4Sr phase in
the melt-spun ribbons ranges from 20 to 400 nm, much
smaller than that of ingots, about 150–300 µm in length
and 15–20 µm in thickness.

2. With wheel speed exceeding 1500 rpm, the forma-
tion of primary Al4Sr phase is completely suppressed
owing to the high-level undercooling and the eutectic
microstructure consisting of alternate dark and bright
zones is obtained. Both bright zones and dark zones
are completely eutectic and similar in composition. The
critical cooling rate at which the formation of primary
Al4Sr is completely suppressed and the eutectic is ob-
tained is estimated to be between 4.6 × 105 (1000 rpm)
and 7.7 × 105 K s−1 (1500 rpm).

3. The modification performance of melt-spun Al-10
Sr alloy is much better than that of ingot-like alloy. The
amount of Sr addition can be reduced by 40% through
rapid solidification technology, keeping the same de-
gree of modification effect. In particular, the incubation
time after Sr addition is reduced to almost zero. More-

over, the branches of the eutectic Si in the alloy modified
by ribbons are much finer and longer than those mod-
ified by ingot. The beneficial effect of the melt-spun
alloy on modification may be due to the much finer and
more defective microstructures compared to the ingot-
like alloy. The Al-10 Sr alloy quenched at various wheel
speeds possesses the same modification performance,
despite different microstructures.
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